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Vendor Contact Management Associate with French – Job Description 

Application link: https://www.amazon.jobs/en/jobs/398943 

Amazon strives to be Earth's most customer-centric company where people can find and discover 

virtually anything they want to buy online. By giving customers more of what they want - low prices, 

vast selection, and convenience - Amazon continues to grow and evolve as a world-class e-

commerce platform. 

 

About the role 

The VCM Associate is an advocate for the perfect Vendor interaction. By serving as the first 

resolution point for Vendors diagnosing technical, operational, system and process issues and 

propose solutions that will remove barriers to enable resolutions for Vendors. As a subject matter 

expert in several platforms and specialties, VCM Associates will educate Vendors on processes, 

tools, and standards in real-time. This role requires the ability to multi-task utilizing a wide variety 

of software tools to navigate Vendor accounts, research and review policies and communicate 

effective solutions. 

The successful candidate will have a commitment to driving excellence in Associate and Vendor 

experience. A strong record of customer focus and a keen interest in process improvement are key 

requirements for this role. 

Your tasks will include but will not be limited to:   

 Extended support from pure contact management into further areas 
 Multilingual support: the knowledge of 2 languages (French and English) on communication 

level essential. 
 Selection expansion prior to seasons: VCM participates in several initiatives to increase Vendor 

listings and updates of catalogs in advance of peaks. 

About you 

We are looking for leaders who have: 

 Language - French, English 
 Ability to drive process improvement using Kaizen principles 
 Fosters a positive team environment and collaboration within the site 
 Approachable, cooperative, and a team player, easily gains the trust and support of Associates 

and peers. 
 Effective, clear and professional written and oral communication 
 Enthusiasm and strong self-motivation 
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About us 

We’ve been online since 1995 and in that time we’ve grown pretty quickly. We’re not the kind of 
company that’s happy to sit back and take it all for granted however, which is why we always treat 
every day like the first day. A day to bring in fresh ideas. A day to challenge convention. A day to 
make more good things happen for our customers. It’s that kind of entrepreneurial spirit that will 
drive our success now, and reinforce our reputation for great service for years to come. You could 
be part of it. It’s as simple as this: Work hard. Have fun. Make history. 

Find out more about Amazon on http://www.amazon.jobs/ 

How ‘Amazon Peculiar’ are you? Find out here!   

Employer of choice 

Amazon is an equal opportunities employer. We believe passionately that employing a diverse 
workforce is central to our success. We make recruiting decisions based on your experience and 
skills. We value your passion to discover, invent, simplify and build. We welcome applications from 
all members of society irrespective of age, sex, disability, sexual orientation, race, religion or belief. 

 

http://www.amazon.jobs/
http://amazon-operations.co.uk/why-amazon/what-we-look-for

